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FLEET AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
ACHIEVE BETTER RESULTS, IMPROVE THE BOTTOM LINE
VisionLink® offers a unified view of health, location and productivity for the entire fleet, regardless
of manufacturer. VisionLink Unified Suite applications are mobile-ready, with faster and better
performance. Easily navigate through the intuitive interface and leverage telematics device
information to improve your return on investment. VisionLink provides actionable information
for key decision-making to help you improve your bottom line.
VisionLink Unified Suite applications include Unified Fleet, Unified Service, Unified Productivity
and Administrator. VisionLink Unified Fleet’s user-friendly screens display asset information to help
better manage a mixed fleet, no matter the machine brand. To stay operational and extend asset life,
manage maintenance schedules and track machine health with VisionLink Unified Service. VisionLink
Unified Productivity optimizes project productivity by monitoring the movement of materials against
project or asset targets. VisionLink Administrator unifies all of the applications by enabling users to
define what is important, manage access and configure settings to optimize workflow.

BRINGING TOGETHER FLEET AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
VisionLink Unified Suite applications are designed to make asset monitoring and fleet management
even easier than before with configurable dashboards, streamlined workflows and enhanced
performance. With VisionLink Unified Fleet, mixed fleet data combined with a simplified user
experience allows fleet managers to do more with less. Paired with VisionLink Unified Service, users
also have the tools to more efficiently keep assets in working order. Use the VisionLink Unified Suite
applications on any device to get the full picture in real-time, enhanced features and configurability
will drive your business forward with actionable information.

TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS
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VisionLink Unified Fleet

VisionLink Unified Service

No matter what brand of machines you own, VisionLink Unified Fleet is designed to help better
manage a mixed fleet from a desktop computer, laptop, tablet or mobile device. Developed with the
fleet or equipment manager and owner/operator in mind, VisionLink Unified Fleet’s user-friendly
screens display information such as: hours, miles, fuel, odometer, locations, idle time, asset status,
asset utilization and operation, and customer-defined asset states. Get ready for quick load times,
simplified screens, easy-to-read content and simple navigation.

Proactively manage fleet maintenance and extend asset life with VisionLink Unified Service—the
go-to tool for fleet owners, maintenance managers and service managers or technicians. VisionLink
integrates health and maintenance information, delivering a complete picture of fleet health that
allows users to proactively schedule maintenance while minimizing asset downtime.

Key Benefits
Configurable Dashboards
Dashboards consist of a series of “widgets”
that show important summary information
in the form of charts and graphs. For example,
the Device Details widget facilitates device
troubleshooting. Users choose which widgets
and which asset groups are displayed on the
dashboard to quickly focus in on the most
important data.

Key Features
VisionLink Unified Service helps maintain the fleet’s operational status and increase asset longevity.
►►

Improve equipment productivity, minimize downtime

►►

Quickly assess machine operational status

►►

Set alerts and preventive maintenance (PM) schedules

►►

Schedule and track progress of equipment maintenance activities

►►

Review fleet service and maintenance history

Key Benefits
Health
Monitor fleet health using fault code
information, fluid analysis results, and
inspection results accompanied by severity
indicators and alert notifications via text
or email. Stay on top of asset vitals and
operator-induced events to contribute to the
life of assets, and reduce downtime.

Maintenance
View summaries of overdue and upcoming
preventative maintenance (PM) for all
assets in the fleet. From the Unified Service
dashboard, users can:
►►

See the total number of overdue and
upcoming service intervals to efficiently
schedule PM work

►►

Review the service and maintenance
history of each asset in the fleet

►►

Select specific filter criteria to view
focused summaries of asset maintenance

►►

Change maintenance schedules for single
and/or groups of assets; when assets
require similar maintenance, copy service
intervals set from an asset and apply them
to any number of assets

►►

Add major components and custom
intervals into the maintenance schedule

►►

Apply checklists and parts lists, both
from easy-to-use templates

Mobile-Ready
Because they are portable and convenient,
more customers are accessing fleet
information on mobile devices. VisionLink
functionality is the same no matter what
type of device is used to access the app.
Go mobile and get work done.

Mixed-Fleet Capable
Since most construction companies have
more than one brand of construction
equipment in their fleet, VisionLink Unified
Fleet has been designed to work with all
equipment brands. Use site boundaries
to create triggers for theft mitigation,
inappropriate machine use and compliance
with avoidance zones.

Utilization Plan
Minimize idle time to help with fuel economy,
and identify equipment that would be better
utilized on other sites to reduce costs and
increase efficiency. Reduce owning and
operating costs with visibility to estimated
fuel usage and compare working day hours,
runtime hours, and working versus idle
time to improve equipment utilization and
increase productivity.
2

Location
Review assets by their ‘last reported location’
in context of event codes, fluid sample results,
upcoming maintenance, and inspection
results. This focused visibility into asset
proximity with health and maintenance
severity indicators helps to plan activities and
assign technicians to complete maintenance
on groups of assets. This feature also enables
users to look for correlations between the
job site and diagnostics events.
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VisionLink Administrator
Designed to provide administrative functions across the VisionLink Unified Suite of
applications, VisionLink Administrator allows user-assigned administrators to set up
and manage users, geofences, asset settings, reports, notifications, workflows and
more from a centralized location. Integrate mixed fleet assets utilizing AEMP 1.2/2.0
and other APIs, and add, edit and delete service providers.
With VisionLink Administrator, consolidate the creation and
management of notifications and scheduled reports from the
different VisionLink Unified Suite applications. The Groups
Management feature enables administrators to create
and manage a set of assets for dealer and customer
accounts using specialized tools for setting asset
details, configuring devices, and setting target
values. Create, modify and manage projects created
across the VisionLink Unified Suite of applications with
the Projects Management feature. Streamline your central
workflow with Visionlink Administrator.
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